
PEEL & STICK APPLICATION GUIDE

STEP 1
Give your wall a quick wipe down with a damp cloth to create a clean, smooth, dust free 

and dry surface. 

*For freshly painted walls, allow 2 weeks for the paint to cure before attaching your Decal.

STEP 2
Peel your Decal off the backing paper and stick it onto your wall. 

Press one edge of the Decal onto the surface and smooth your Decal from the middle to 

the outside with your hand. Repeat if your Decal has multiple parts.

STEP 3
Style your space! With the coolest backdrop in town, add those funky fresh details to really 

make your space pop. Colour matching the decal with a cushion or art print will create a 

cohesive flow and wow factor in your space.

Wait! Before you begin...
Our Peel & Stick wall decals may be the easiest Decal application you’ve ever experienced! 

In fact, by following only 3 steps, you’ll have a stunning looking wall. 

Before you begin, it’s important to remember that our decals work best with matte, eggshell, satin or 

semi-gloss paint finish and are not recommended on highly textured concreate, highly textured wallpaper, 

stucco, or primer finishes. Now, let‘s get started shall we?  
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STYLE YOUR SPACE!
With the coolest backdrop in town, add those funky 

fresh details to really make your space pop. 

Colour matching the decal with a cushion or art print 

will create a cohesive flow and wow factor in your 

space. Hashtag #yourdecalshop with a photo of your 

decal installed to go into the draw to win free gifts! 

DECAL REMOVAL
Aim a hair dryer at the corner of the decal while 

using your finger nail to lift the section away from 

the surface.  The adhesive will release upon contact 

with concentrated heat. Our decals are created to 

be easily removed from a painted wall, so most 

likely you won‘t even need a hair dryer! 


